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The Abduction of Europa 

 

Sources: New Tribune 

Europe digs its own grave. The European Union is neither the whole of Europe, nor does 

it represent the so-called European values. Let's see why that's my opinion: 

Europe digs its own grave. The European Union is neither the whole of Europe, nor does it 

represent the so-called European values. Let's see why that's my opinion: 

Firstly, since its inception, the European Common Market has been a commercial 

instrument and has had the aim of safeguarding European capitalism. The EU is an 

international organisation, which has never had a social objective, nor has it cared for the 

peoples who inhabit it. The EU has no constitution of its own, French and Dutch 
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prevented it democratically and the polls looked so bad in Germany that it did not take it 

to a vote, which made it dispense with an election on the Constitution that only the 

kingdom of Spain approved and that looked more like a commercial treaty than a 

democratic constitution. 

Then it does not have democratic instruments, but commissions of technocrats, rather 

Eurocrats who control it and impose always liberal-conservative criteria. There are no 

directives or social regulations that defend the public interest, of the public and impose 

measures of labour justice, decent wages or trade union rights or protect European 

industry and agriculture always sacrificed for the sake of the interests of globalisation, 

by the way, already defunct. 

In fact, an urgently oversized EU welcomes authoritarian, corrupt or very unequal 

states, so the democratic quality of the EU is getting worse. On the other hand, the EU 

itself lacks internal democracy and the only body that could have it, the European 

Parliament has almost no powers, does not control the "European government" and cannot 

intervene in budgets beyond the common agricultural policy. 

The lack of rules of the democratic game in the EU also serves partner governments 

to hide behind Europeevery time they implement social cuts, privatisation or deregulate. 

The answer to this that our rulers always use, this if democratically elected, is that 

Brussels indicates it. The reality is Eurocrats who are not accountable to anyone and 

impose neoliberal and antisocial criteria. The official European social democracy 

is complicit in all this, and not only, but often a promoter and its Europeanism transforms 

it into ultraliberal and conservative. In fact, the social democratic government parties 

always agree with conservatives on all directives and regulations. 

The EU's role in the world at the moment is one of total submission to the US and its 

foreign and economic policies are dictated by NATO. There is no independence from 

Europe, no one defends the interests of the Union anymore, only those of Biden and the 

Anglo-Saxon globalists. The EU has been hijacked by Anglo-Saxon globalism with the 

support of its governments. 

The EU does not defend its farmers, its small traders, or its small industries. Their support 

for a globalization that no longer exists and a world in transformation makes Europeans 

live in an unreal world, practicing a suicidal followerism of the US and the Democratic 

Party elites of North America. These suicidal policies and social cuts are really 

only favoring Trumpism and its branches in Europe. 
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The only legacy that the European Union could pass on to the world was the welfare state, 

and Brussels and governments have been slowly destroying it for decades. Now the next 

icing on the cake is going to be to privatize public pensions. 

En el reino de España la condición de ingreso fue la destrucción de su industria pesada y 

su minería, transformándose en un país turístico que en cada crisis sale peor parado y la 

crisis que ya vivimos va a ser terrible. De hecho solo el turismo crea ya empleo a niveles 

significativos y nuestras ciudades se han convertido en parques temáticos, pero ¿Cuánto va 

durar esta situación si la industria alemana o británica se resiente gravemente? 

Las sanciones a Rusia por la invasión de Ucrania solo tienen la consecuencia de ofertar 

todo el mercado energético a los EEUU con las carestías que esto provoca, por los 

precios especulativos que los anglos imponen, además de hundir la locomotora alemana y 

su industria. Se destruyó la nuestra por favorecer los interese alemanes y si ahora la 

industria alemana quiebra, seremos historia. 

This article is not a wake-up call to improve the EU, the EU has no solution. It has limited 

national sovereignty, but it has not established European sovereignty or democracy. The 

first thing that the Spanish and European working classes must seek is convergence and 

coordination with the workers' and trade union sectors in struggle in France, Great 

Britain or Germany, and internationally with other workers in the world. But now, demand 

from our national parliaments, the end of cuts, the defense of the public, recreate powerful 

public sectors and welfare and in the case of the Spanish state a legal referendum on which 

head of state we want. 

In the kingdom of Spain, it is clear that people on the left do not assume Spanish jingoism 

and every October 12 when there is a president who is not from the extreme right, he 

walks alone to a parade where there is no one to protect or support him and yet the king is 

in his sauce. For something it will be. 

The EU also does nothing to curb the extreme right, on the contrary it is increasingly 

powerful within it and eye to the Eurocrats that this does not matter to them. Let's see what 

happens with Meloni and we'll get the answer. The big bosses are never worried about 

the advance of fascism, in fact, it suits them. But that is the responsibility of our "pro-

European" lefts, that is, neoliberals. 

Source: https://www.nuevatribuna.es/articulo/global/rapto-europa-economia-

neoliberalismo-capitalismo-ue/20221017023629203931.html 
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